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SPECIAL HIGHLIGHTS
The Host Saga was named the Best
Science Fiction Series in the State of Texas by
the Texas Authors Association. Book 4, New
Horizons is the fourth installment in this
award-winning series. New Horizons is set
to be released on December 1, 2018.

AUTHOR SOCIAL MEDIA
FACEBOOK: @MichaelJFarlow
TWITTER:@Mike_Farlow67

AUTHOR WEBSITE(S)
WWW.MICHAELFARLOW.COM

New Horizons, Book 4, will be released
with a series of media interviews
and promotions, blog features, and
mounting traction.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
A graduate of the U.S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, Maryland, Farlow was a career naval officer,
decorated combat pilot, and served in senior positions on staff in Washington, D.C. Following his
military service, he embarked on a career as an aerospace systems engineer and executive with
several Fortune 500 companies.

With a desire to help others develop as leaders, Mike earned his PhD in Organizational Leadership
and started a leadership development consulting firm, specializing in executive coaching and
development. Mike’s passion for writing, developed throughout his career and in his doctoral studies,
resulted in his writing a nonfiction book, Leaders Are Made Not Born. That writing and publishing
experience fueled Mike’s desire to try his hand at writing fiction—which he finds an even greater
challenge. However, his military career and aerospace experience provides an excellent foundation
for his Science Fiction series. When he’s not writing, Mike spends as much time as possible saltwater
fishing with his wife, Lynne.
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New Horizons

HOST SAGA SERIES,
BOOK 4
Michael J. Farlow
9780997312188
Library of Congress:
2018908691
FIC028030 FIC028050
FIC028070 FIC009100
Paperback & Epub
$12.95 (TRADE)
English
Science Fiction
Space Opera
Apocalyptic & Adventure
339 Pages
December 1, 2018

Synopsis:
New Horizons,

Book 4 of the Host Saga, finds Van Childs, Commander of Galactic Force
realizing that his preparations to prepare mankind for the invasion of the Arkon are not enough
despite a new ally. Using a new exploratory cruiser, New Horizons, he leads a small but potent force
to expand the alliance base. He meets with a new race called the Naskapi who test his values and
intent before making a choice to help or ignore him.

While he is gone, various forces from Earth and the new alliance try to disrupt his progress through
sabotage of shipbuilding, interruption of supply chains and even kidnapping. If that were not enough
to damage what he has built, the feared Arkon launch the biggest attack to date to destroy his new
alliance and the majority of his shipbuilding infrastructure.
Having passed the various tests of the new race and bringing a powerful representative back to the
alliance, Van arrives in the middle of the fight with the Arkon. However, even with his force, it is a
losing fight… until his unseen benefactors, the Host, make their first appearance and help defeat the
Arkon force. But the price seems to be submission to the Host in virtually all matters. Something
neither Van nor the alliance can accept. Just as force is applied to make him submit, a new Host
squadron appears and arrests the rogue Host commander making the threats.
Van is relieved by the revelation that the Host are really allies, and not dictators. Inwardly he hopes
that the Host will now take over the burden of preparation that he has reluctantly carried. That is
until his new ally, the Naskapi, gift him with over six hundred warships and make Van the premier
combat force commander in at least three solar systems. Not what he wanted.
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Search For
Help

HOST SAGA SERIES,
BOOK 3
Michael J. Farlow

9780997312188
Library of Congress:
2018908691
FIC028030 FIC028050
FIC028070 FIC009100
Paperback & Epub
$12.95 (TRADE)
English
Science Fiction
Space Opera
Apocalyptic & Adventure
296 Pages
October 2017

Synopsis:
Search For Help, Book 3 of the Host Saga, finds Van Childs continues his mission to

ready Earth for the Arkon invasion. He now realizes that his own interplanetary Guardian
Force’s and the Earth Federation’s combined ability to prepare for and defend against the
Arkon is not enough. If they are going to be ready in time, Van has to gamble Earth’s—and
his own—safety and embark on a desperate search for help in unexplored parts of the
galaxy. But political upheaval in the Federation and a traitor within the Guardian Force
ranks threaten to derail the mission, and at the crucial moment when help is within their
grasp, an attempt on Van’s life forces them to return to Earth—and face an enemy he
never could have anticipated.

In Search for Help, international and galactic intrigue combine with space combat and
treachery to determine the human race’s future.
"The plot here moves along at a fast pace. The storyline successfully delivers a growing sense
of tension, plenty of twists, and a cliffhanger ending." - Booklife by Publishers Weekly
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IMMORTAL
GUARDIAN

HOST SAGA SERIES,
BOOK 2
Michael J. Farlow

9780997312126
Library of Congress:
2017900124
FIC028030 FIC028050
FIC028070 FIC009100
Paperback & Epub
$12.95 (TRADE)
English
Science Fiction
Space Opera
Apocalyptic & Adventure
302 Pages
June 2017

Synopsis:
In this second book of the Host Saga, Immortal Guardian, Van Childs faces a new and more
difficult decision. To continue the path he reluctantly started with no turning back and the prospect
of facing a lonely, immortal future. Or, opting out and allowing mankind to fend for itself.

With his previous enemy defeated, it is possible he can now continue plans to prepare mankind to
meet the Arkon if he chooses. New to him is the revelation by the caretaker AI that there is another
base on the moon with even more technology. What Childs doesn’t consider is the possibility that
individual, state and even extraterrestrial forces might act against his efforts and the interests of
mankind.
Immortal Guardian is one you won't be able to put down.
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Future
Discovered

HOST SAGA SERIES,
BOOK 1
Michael J. Farlow

9780997312102
Library of Congress:
2017900121
FIC028030 FIC028050
FIC028070 FIC009100
Paperback & Epub
$12.95 (TRADE)
English
Science Fiction
Space Opera
Apocalyptic & Adventure
286 Pages
April 2017

Synopsis:
In this first book of the Host Saga, Future Discovered, Van Childs’ accidental discovery of an
alien cache of advanced technologies thrusts him into the role of reluctant hero.

Learning of an extra-terrestrial race, the Host, who visited Earth some 200 years before, Van is
forewarned of an impending invasion by the Arkon, an expansionist race. Van’s quest to prepare Earth
meets with opposition by a powerful human adversary with conflicting goals.
The ultimate question remains: Who will win?

Future Discovered can soon be found on Audible.com for digital download.

1712 E Riverside Dr., Ste. 124, Austin, TX 78741 – 512 554 9560

PRESS RELEASE
For Immediate Release
Contact:
B. Alan Bourgeois
Director/Founder
(512) 554-9560
TxAuthors@live.com

BEST OF TEXAS BOOKS AWARDED
6th

Annual Contest is Largest Collection of Texas Authors

TEXAS - Readers of the exceptional titles selected for Texas Association of Authors
(TxAuthors) Best Book Awards, would agree that they are winning reads and top-tier
selections in their categories. By any measure, the distinguished books from this year's
forty-eight winners are of stellar quality. Readers will love to fall into the pages and
climb out with the greatest of satisfaction.
This is the sixth year for TxAuthors to select winning titles by Texas Authors. A sample
chapter from each winning book can be found, along with the previous year’s winners at
http://Books.TxAuthors.com
The winners from this year’s contest will receive their prestigious awards at the
Celebration of Authors Gala event in Dallas on July 28th, which is a part of the 2nd
Annual Authors Marketing Event happening July 27-29 (http://2018.Authors.Marketing).
Authors attending this paramount event will learn new ways to better market themselves
and their books in this ever-changing world of publishing.
Each award-winning author will have their book(s) on display and for sale during the
weekend event.
TxAuthors promotes authors from the Lone Star State in a variety of ways. The
association leverages the knowledge and expertise of various authors to promote their
works locally and globally.
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TxAuthors is currently accepting contest entries for books published during 2018, you
can enter at http://TxAuthors.com
Winners of the 2018 Best Book Awards are:
Author Name
James Frishkey
Mark W Stoub
Chenda Tom
Mae Edwards

Book Title
Glide Path
The Fifth Trumpet: Fire in the Blood
He Knows the Plan
Stolen Options

Amber Manning

Mighty Big and Super Great: Texas is
the "Lone Star State”!

Jennifer R. Vassell

Heaven`s Gift

Patty York Raymond

The ABC’s to Ranching

JoAnn Wagner

Sir Pigglesworth - Spanish Edition

Susan Stanley Broesche
Patty Wiseman
Carolyn Stovall
Linda Pirtle
Jeri Lynn Stone

Sue's Sunrise Surprise
Rescue at Wiseman's Pond
A Texas Gal Cooks
Deadly Dominoes
Tangle With Tara

Children's Book over 7
Children`s Picture Books
Under 7
Children's Picture Book
Interactive
Children’s Picture Book
Spanish Series
Children's Picture Book
Animals
Children’s Chapter Book
Cookbook
Cozy Mystery
Detective Crime Mystery

Deborah Chelette - Wilson

Your Brain & Heart Want To Talk To
You: A Book for Counselors, Parents,
and Educators of Children

Educational

C R Lemons
Patricia Taylor Wells
C. M. Bratton
Catherine Green
Larry Morris
Kimberly Fish
William Burgdorf
Michael Hawron
Penny Richards
K. M. PohlKamp
Sandra Fox Murphy
Clay Small
Autumn Carpentier

Fractured Wings
The Eyes of the Doe
The Dragonlord Trilogy
The Popcorn Tree
Salvage
Comfort Plans
The Arizonan
Just Good Clean Fun
Though This be Madness
Apricots and Wolfsbane
That Beautiful Season
Heels over Head
Walking on Water

Erotic
Family Life
Fantasy Series
Grade School
Hard Science Fiction
Historical Romance
Historical Western
Historical Spy Thriller
Historical Mystery
Historical Tudor
Historical Fiction General
Humor
Inspirational
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Genre
Action Adventure
Amateur Sleuth
Autobiography
Autobiography

James Babb

(1) The Devil`s Backbone (2) The
Devil`s Trap`(3) The Devil`s Den

Juvenile Historical Series

Robert John DeLuca

Beatles, Books, Bombs And Beyond

Memoir

Robert B Sloan

Hamelin Stoop: The Lost Princess
and the Jewel of Periluna

Middle School

Becki Willis

The Sisters, Texas Mystery Series –
Genny’s Ballad (book5) Christmas in
The Sisters (book6)

Mystery Series

Connie Peck

Driving into the Son

Mary Ann Faremouth
Roger Leslie
Jane Little Botkin
Myra H McIlvain
John F Schmutz
Suszanne Gene Courtney
Becki Willis
Kirk Manton
Thomas J. Nichols
Patty Wiseman

Revolutionary Recruiting
Oscar's Favorite Actors
Frank Little and the IWW
Texas Tales
The Bloody Fifth
Heaven Held
Tangible Spirits
Listening Like Breathing
Arrows of Allah
That One Moment

Non-Fiction Devotionals
Non-Fiction
Educational/Self Help
Non-Fiction Entertainment
Non-Fiction Historical
Non-Fiction Texas Historical
Non-Fiction Military
Non-Fiction Spiritual
Paranormal
Poetry
Realistic Fiction
Romance

Michael J Farlow

Future Discovered, Immortal
Guardian, Search for Help

Sci-Fi Series

Charlotte Canion

You have to Laugh To Keep From
Crying How to Parent Your Parents

Self Help

George W Ramphrey
Beth Honeycott

Meandering Kudzu, A Collection of
Southern Stories
Echoes from the Stars

Caleb Pirtle
Connie Peck
Jackie Smith
Susan P Baker
Elizabeth A. Garcia

Back Side of Blue Moon
Jewel of Veenah
Old Fashioned Girl
Unaware
Raw Deal

Short Stories
Spiritual
Historical Fiction Small
Towns
Steampunk/Sci-Fi
Supernatural Thriller
Suspense
Women Sleuths Series

Danielle A Vann
Carl Watson

The Whizbang Machine, Tunney`s
Curse, Book 2
Kid Clay

Young Adult
Young Adult
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APPEARANCES
Featured in the Midwest
Review BookWatch
Newsletter
November 2018

Authors Lounge Radio Show
Fishbowl Network
Live Interview
December 1, 2018
4:30 p.m.

Blog Interview & Featured
Julie Whitley Blog
www.juliewhitley.com/blog
December 10, 2018
5 p.m.
The Authors Show with
Linda Thompson
Radio Interview
December 13, 2018
10 a.m. CST

Texas Authors Marketing
Weekend & Book Festival
San Antonio, Texas
July 26 -28, 2019
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MEDIA & PUBLIC RELATIONS:
Live with Rob Brown on Book Lovers Only
Radio. The full interview can be https://
www.youtube.com/watch?
v=bp7PjH2cP6s&feature=youtu.be
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BACK COVER ENDORSEMENTS:
Future Discovered
“Future Discovered will have you questioning the use of advanced technology and the
future of humanity. This is a unique, compelling and intriguing combination of science
fiction and thriller. A must read.” - Bob Mayer, New York Times Best Selling author

Immortal Guardian
“Immortal Guardian continues the engaging and thought provoking Host saga. A great
read.” Bob Mayer, New York Times Best Selling author

Search for Help
“In Search for Help, we realize the galaxy is immense and so are its problems. Intrigue,
betrayal and combat keep the hero and his strong supporting cast of characters on
their toes and readers glued to the story. A must read” – Bob Mayer, New York Times
Best Selling author
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BOOK REVIEW – NEW
HORIZONS, BOOK 4

Readers' Favorite – 5 stars
Reviewed By Romuald Dzemo for Readers’ Favorite
"The novel is action packed, intense, and emotionally charged, one of those books readers would enjoy
on screen. The concept of the book is bold, the language confident, and the plot so cunningly done it
keeps the reader's imagination gripped."
New Horizons is the fourth book in the Host Saga series by Michael Farlow, a fantastic science fiction
story that features a phenomenal conflict, higher levels of weaponry, and technology. Humanity is
facing the most devastating threat ever: the Arkon attack is imminent! Aided by an AI companion and
teacher left on Earth by the Galactic Host, Van Childs prepares for the ultimate assault from the
Arkon, seeking allies and developing the Host technology that could withstand the assault. But the
progress in allied shipbuilding is impaired by piracy and something more disturbing happens — an
unexpected attack engineered by the Arkon that destroys the allied fleet and Zarminia. Can the
cruiser New Horizons help, and can Van Childs get the New Horizons ready before it's too late?
New Horizons is one of the best things I have read in science fiction for a while now and I was left with
the impression that this author is a shipbuilder in real life. First, the reader is introduced to a
phenomenal conflict, a monumental threat looming over humanity. The plot is intricately done and
readers will enjoy the complexity in the relationships — humans with humans and humans with
artificial intelligence entities. The language is beautiful, crisp, and enriched by the witticism that
flows through the exciting dialogues. The novel is action packed, intense, and emotionally charged,
one of those books readers would enjoy on screen. The concept of the book is bold, the language
confident, and the plot so cunningly done it keeps the reader's imagination gripped. You'll fall in love
with the characters and you will care about them so much you want to see where they move from
here. New Horizons is engrossing with the complexity of a chess game.
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Readers' Favorite Second Review, 5-stars
Reviewed by: Grant Leishman
"...the battle scenes in this novel were extensive, well
described, and exciting. It was easy to place oneself at the
controls of one of these space fighters and feel the power of
the weapons and the fear they induced. All in all, this is an
excellent sci-fi read and I can highly recommend it."
New Horizons: Host Saga Book 4 by Michael J. Farlow continues the space adventures of
the Galactic Force headed up by Commander Van Childs. The Galactic Force is a collection
of like-minded humans and Zarminians who are committed to building and equipping a
battle fleet capable of defending Earth and Zarminia from a planned attack by the bellicose
and dangerous Arkon, who have designs on universal domination. The Earth Federation,
the Zarminians and the Galactic Force have combined to face the threat that is posed. New
Horizons is a space ship left to the Galactic Force by the mysterious Host people, who
wanted to give them the necessary technology to defend themselves against the Arkon.
With the production of new battle cruisers and other armaments being hampered by both
internal sabotage and piracy of supplies, the Galactic Force is engaged in a furious race to
discover and catch the culprits. When it becomes apparent the Arkon timeline for invasion
is much shorter than the Galactic Force had anticipated, there is a frantic rush to complete
and man new ships of war, plus to find any other assistance that may be available out
there in their defence of their freedom.
This is a classic, low-tech science fiction novel, which makes for an easy read without
trying to understand fanciful technical issues beyond our imaginations. I like my science
fiction to be action/adventure with a minimum of science, so New Horizons: Host Saga
Book 4 fits that bill admirably. Author Michael J. Farlow has created an interesting set of
characters that no doubt run through the full set of Host Saga Books. Although I have yet
to read any of the others, it’s worth noting that is definitely not a necessity to enjoy this
particular episode. It is stand-alone and the author has done an excellent job of sprinkling
the narrative with hints and clues as to what may have happened before. Without giving
any of the plot away, I particularly liked the exposition by Van Childs and the other
defenders, to the Host Ambassador and Admiral, as to what it was that made humanity
and indeed the Zarminians willing to die rather than sacrifice their freedom or control over
their lives. I thought the battle scenes in this novel were extensive, well described, and
exciting. It was easy to place oneself at the controls of one of these space fighters and feel
the power of the weapons and the fear they induced. All in all, this is an excellent sci-fi
read and I can highly recommend it.
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Readers' Favorite Third Review, 5-stars
Reviewed by: K.C. Finn
"The action scenes were described with fascinating detail,
and I think fans of high-concept science fiction with a
commitment to such details will find this a rewarding read."
New Horizons is a work of adventurous science fiction by author Michael Farlow, and the fourth book in
the Host Saga. We join reluctant hero Van Childs on another adventure as he tries to fulfill his duty to
protect the citizens of Earth from an extinction-level invasion at the hands of the fearsome Arkon. The New
Horizons is a fantastic addition to his arsenal, as this exploratory cruiser offers brand new tech and
weapons in the search for allies to help defend against the Arkon. But with the fate of Earth and other
planets on the line, diplomacy goes disastrously wrong and the Arkon gear up to wage a bigger war than
ever before.

I haven’t read the previous installments of the Host Saga, but the plot of New Horizons was simple to grasp
from the opening few chapters. Van Childs is an interesting hero, haunted by his immortality and his duty
to be a guardian to Planet Earth, and his journey towards hero status is one that I found myself rooting for.
The political situation of the galaxy was well thought out, and Michael Farlow does a great job of hanging
our hopes on sensible and diplomatic means, then dashing them all as war breaks loose anyway. The
action scenes were described with fascinating detail, and I think fans of high-concept science fiction with a
commitment to such details will find this a rewarding read. Overall, New Horizons: Host Saga Book 4 is a
great continuation in a series that really suits its target audience.
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Readers' Favorite Fourth Review, 5-stars
Reviewed by: Kimberlee J Benart
"Farlow constructs a universal battle for survival with
enough plot and character twists to keep it interesting from
start to finish."
If you enjoy science fiction novels with “good guy vs bad guy” action, thrilling battles
and heroics, well-developed characters you can like and despise, piracy, conspiracy,
intrigue, sabotage, espionage, ascended beings, a little romance along the way, and one
surprise after another as humanity faces destruction, New Horizons is for you. In this
fourth book in the Host Saga series by US Navy officer, combat pilot, and aerospace
systems engineer Michael Farlow, the author’s military and technical background shines
through. The plot details, weaponry, and the personalities of the protagonists are
framed in technological settings that seem realistic and believable. The blending of
artificial intelligence with human and alien life forms is seamless. This is a believable
world and the reader becomes part of it.
I enjoyed New Horizons. Farlow constructs a universal battle for survival with enough
plot and character twists to keep it interesting from start to finish. The narrative is
flowing, descriptive, engaging, and moves at a good pace. There were a few times when
the jump between one setting and another was a little confusing to me. That being said,
the story flowed well, and I was on the edge of my seat more than once. Although I
hadn’t read the three previous books in the series, I had no difficulty getting into this
one. There are references to events and people gone before, but the book stands alone. I
especially appreciated the roles played by intelligent, courageous women and the wide
ethnic diversity of the characters. A book that would make a great sci-fi film.
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Readers' Favorite Fourth Review, 5-stars
Reviewed by: Deepak Menon
"The author weaves suspense into the tale..."

New Horizons: Host Saga Book 4 by Michael Farlow is a scintillating story of space
war, set in the future against a ruthless and empire-building invading alien race - the
Arkons. The Guardian Force of Earth has connected with a space-faring alien
Federation comprising the five countries and colonies of Zarmenia and the Carians, all
of whom are frenetically working together to build spaceships to defend themselves
against the overwhelming invading force of Arkons. The chief protagonist, Van Childs,
is piloting a small armed shuttle, the Enterprise, somewhere in deep space. Suddenly
out of the blue, there is a harrowing attack by powerful Arkon spaceships. The
description of the battle is thrilling but I will not reveal the outcome to avoid
inadvertent spoilers. I'll merely advise readers to avoid biting their nails while
reading this book. Van Childs is transferred to Commander of a gigantic new space
ship named New Horizons. Van receives a blow when he learns that his amazing AI,
Harry, who is his trusted friend and mentor, has been replaced an unknown AI named
Jennifer, who is already integrated into the ship.
Michael Farlow does not let the nonstop pace of action pause. There are too many
original and memorable protagonists to name in this tale as it runs its course. Simon
Kelly, the chief electrician, Dr. Rose Ramos in the hospital, Dick Carson, who headed
the joint warship building project, Elsa Muller - the talented captain of one of the
attached corvettes, and many others including noteworthy aliens from among the
Arkons, and the Naskapi named Majel from the planet Vespasian. The author weaves
suspense into the tale; a mysterious saboteur whose malicious acts lead to delays in
production, thereby affecting the shipbuilding effort, as well as posing a danger to the
galactic force.
The very title New Horizons and the attractive cover of the book give an insight into
the vast canvas of space, covering dramatic events even at a staggering distance of 20
light years. There are space pirates who intercept, loot and destroy cargo ships before
vanishing. Amazing technologies, kidnapping, a suicide, political intrigue, great
diplomacy and more will keep the reader captivated. Despite being a hard core science
fiction read, the author successfully keeps the human element in the protagonists
alive, including in the AI. The climax is well thought out and, to my mind, is a prelude
to the next book. This is a fine 5-star story of interstellar adventure and mystery and
is recommended.
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D. Donovan, Senior Reviewer, Midwest Review
New Horizons
Michael J. Farlow
Wolf Press, LLC
9780997312188

$12.95

New Horizons is Book 4 in the Host Saga series, and is especially recommended for prior readers
of Galactic Force. Here humanity faces a devastating alien invasion but receives the gift of
powerful technology from the Host who may have given them the one asset they need to survive.
Newcomers to the series should be advised that a prologue explains the background of the Host
Saga and Van Childs and his forces, who are tasked with protecting humanity. The Galactic Host
helps them, but keeps their distance and lets humanity solve its own problems. This prologue
provides a succinct but thorough review and sets the stage for this latest book's action, thus
requiring no prior familiarity in order to prove accessible.
As for the story itself, readers interested in military sci-fi and stories of interplanetary
engagement will find plenty to like in a tale that pairs hard science descriptions about military
weaponry and strategy ("The Enterprise was armed with a single plasma cannon and no
missiles. There was also an old leftover weapon, twin projectile throwing 30mm cannons that
were seldom used as Galactic Force got more sophisticated. But this old and reconstructed ship
still had them.") with strong dialogue, a fast-paced plot, and a saga that continues to unfold as
hard work towards an eventual confrontation pays off.
Strategic assessments ("Reeb didn’t want to engage any warship at this point. His forces were
already spread thin, and the two small ships with him wouldn’t do much against an armed
opponent.") mix well with combat encounters, changing perceptions of good and bad guys in the
face of piracy and sabotage, and efforts that are thwarted by forces within humanity as well as
outside of it. Even more absorbing are the internal clashes within different factions representing
humanity, over the question of how much control humanity should give up to the Host in
exchange for their assistance. What, then, is the price of freedom? And are the costs of survival
(lost dreams, innovations, and cultural values) too high to accept?
The moment-by-moment military clashes are well described ("Mia slumped in her chair. Eight
was half what the combined ships should have fired.") and will especially delight military sci-fi
fans who look for strategic assessments, cat-and-mouse action, and a sense of how the leaders of
this universe struggle for their individual and collective purposes.
The result is an action-packed military sci-fi space opera thriller that pairs powerful dialogue
and interpersonal relationships with an overlay of forces struggling to survive. This will delight
readers who enjoy vivid stories of alien encounters and world-changing clashes.
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PROMOTIONS OR CAMPAIGNS
New Horizons release and information is set to be featured on
the IndieBeacon, IndieLector, & Texas Authors Twitter campaign
over the next year. Each page will feature
New
Horizons'
information
multiple
times
a
month
over
the
next twelve
months.
Information
can
be
found
@TexasAuthors,
@indiebeacon, & @Indielector.

New Horizons has landed a spot on their readers
recommended section. New Horizons will be featured, on
rotation, more than 100 times over the next 12 months.
Reviews and recommedation will also appear on their
Goodreads page as well as their Pinterest page, which has an
average of 235,000 views a month.

Thirty day feature of New Horizons on multiple social
platforms. A book page has also been set up for readers
reviews on www.authorshout.com.

Library Campaign:
Over 12,000 emails are in the process of being sent to Public & Private libraries around
the country introducing the Host Saga series.

Contest Pending:
Readers' Favorite: Entered New Horizons into the International Book Awards Program.
Announcements are released on September 1, 2019.
2019 Top Shelf Magazine Awards: Entered New Horizons into the Top Shelf Magazine
Awards program. Announcements will be made in late 2019.
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Blog Features

September:

New Horizon was selected as a featured on the Grant Leishman blog. Leishman review can be found
at https://www.grantleishman.com/book-reviews/new-horizons-host-saga-4-by-michael-j-farlow

October:

New Horizon is a featured title on the Author Shout Twitter Page & the Author Shout website the
entire month of October. Information can be found at: http://authorshout.com/author-shoutbookshelf/michael-j-farlow/

